Y3/4 Lesson 2
Converting pounds to pence and pence to pounds.
Direct instruction
The official currency of the United Kingdom is called Pound Stirling (£) and is made up of
pennies / pence and pounds.
Watch this video to find out a bit more about our currency.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lXBXF5mSl8
The most important thing to remember when converting between pounds and pence is
that there are…

100 pennies in a pound.

So, £1 = 100p
The number of pounds you have is the same as how many hundreds you have!
If we remember that there is 100p in £1, we can quickly see that
£2 = 200p
£4 = 400p
Converting Pounds into Pence
It is easiest to turn the pounds into hundreds of pence, and then add the pennies we had to
start with:
£5 and 60p = 500p and 60p = 560p
£3 and 85p = 300p and 85p = 385p

Converting Pence into Pounds
When turning pence into pounds, we should first split it in to hundreds and “everything
else”:
837p = 800p and 37p
But we know that 100p = £1, so we can then see that
800p = £8
837p = £8 and 37p

£8

.3

7

In shops, this would be written as £8.37
If we say “837” out loud and look at our answer, we can see that the number of pounds we
have is the same as how many hundreds we said!

Guided Practice
Fill in the gaps to convert these amounts of money from pounds to pence.
1. £2 and 33p
£2 and 33p = 200p and 33p = _____p
2. £5 and 66p
£5 and 66p = ____p and 66p = _____ p
Now fill in the gaps to convert these amounts of money from pence to pounds.
3. 765p
765p = 700p and 65p = £_____ and ____p
4. 899p
899p = _____p and 99p = £____ and ___p

Independent Practice
Convert the prices of these items from the John Lewis website from pounds to pence. Write
your answer in the box below each item.

Now work out the price in pounds of the items below. Write your answer in each box in this
format: £4 and 50p
The price in pence is written below each item.

700p

720p

699p

850p

